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Air Pollution and Pregnancy Outcomes

• Gestational age at birth, Pre-term birth

• Birth weight, LBW, SGA

• Preeclampsia

• Stillbirth (fetal loss, GA>20)

• Miscarriage?
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Pregnancy Loss

• The most common pregnancy complication

• ~ 15-20% of clinically recognized pregnancies

• (~ 30-40% of all fertilized eggs)

• Usually not documented at all, or not documented 

properly in medical systems

• Sometimes not recognized by the woman

• Therefore research into causes of PL is limited
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The challenge: 

How to study risk of pregnancy loss 

without good data on this outcome?
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Methods
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The main idea:

If air pollution impacts pregnancy loss, 

it should also (eventually) impact live 

births
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Traditional time series analysis
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https://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/ 22955sreiltuo/-

gnittops-ni-emit-seires-sisylana-dluohs-i-erp-ssecorp-atad-ro-ton
http://rstatistics.net/time-series-analysis/



Exposure should be aligned with conceptions, in order 

to test exposures in relevant developmental stages
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Can we use the traditional time series analysis?
The two main problems:

Births are also impacted from the total number of 

conceptions



From Births to Conceptions (1):

Live Birth Identified Conceptions (LBIC)
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From Births to Conceptions (2)
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For a given calendar 
week:

TC = LBIC + PL
LBIC = TC - PL

TC = Total conceptions (unobserved)

LBIC = Live birth identified conceptions 

(observed)

PL = Pregnancy loss (unobserved)

So can we say anything 
about PL from such 

data?
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From LBIC to inference on air pollution 

and PL
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For a given calendar week:

TC = LBIC + PL

LBIC = TC - PL

TC = Total conceptions (unobserved)

LBIC = Live birth identified conceptions 

(observed)

PL = Pregnancy loss (unobserved)

So can we say anything 
about PL and air pollution 

from such data?

What determines TC?

- Seasonality

- Time Trend

- Other pre-

conceptional factors

- Anything that happened after conception cannot influence 

TC

- Air pollution during pregnancy is statistically 

independent of TC in a time series

- (Beyond time-varying factors that can be adjusted for, like 

season, time trend, meteorology etc.)

- (A time series cannot be confounded by spatial factors)

- If this is true, than any association between LBIC and air 

pollution during pregnancy should be attributed to PL



Time Series Analysis (modified)
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- The exposure is lagged after the “outcome”

- The real outcome is unobserved, we use a proxy which is 

the complement



Study Population
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Results
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Boston Tel Aviv
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Time Series Analysis (modified):

The statistical “outcome” is LBIC

The inference is about pregnancy loss

For a given calendar week:

TC = LBIC + PL

LBIC = TC - PL
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Discussion

• Remarkably similar results – minimize chances of 

unobserved confounding

• Time series analysis – only temporal confounders are 

possible

• New (modified) method – still under research; inferences 

must be made with caution
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